New members
Elected in 2021
Class A2: Social and Related Sciences

Class Chair:

Björn Wittrock
Uppsala University, Sweden
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Section Chair:

Martin Kahanec
Central European University, Vienna, Austria
Tina Comes
University of Maastricht
Netherlands
Crisis informatics
Decision theory
Disaster management
Humanitarian logistics
Resilience
Jesus Crespo Cuaresma

Vienna University of Economics and Business

Austria

Economic growth
Applied econometrics
Macroeconomics
Lars P. Feld

Walter Eucken Institute

Germany

Federalism
Political economics
Public finance
Social security
Public sector economics
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Elsa Maria Fornero
University of Turin
Italy

Households’ saving
Population aging
Public and private pension systems and reforms
Financial literacy and education
Retiring choices
Life insurance
Labour market
Alfonso Gambardella

Bocconi University

Italy

Entrepreneurship
Economics of innovation
Technology strategy
Strategic management
Colm Harmon
University of Edinburgh
United Kingdom

Applied microeconomics
Economics of education
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Bernd Huber
Universität Hamburg
Germany

International taxation
Government and debt
European fiscal and monetary integration
Public finance
Labour markets
Philip Kitchen
ICN-Artem Business School
France

Marketing
Globalisation
Marketing theory
Marketing communications
Corporate communications
Branding
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Alexander Kritikos
Deutschen Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung
Germany

Entrepreneurship research
Innovation
Institutional economics
Behavioral and experimental economics
Mathilde Maurel
Université de Paris
France
Migration
Aid consistency
Remote sensing data
Satellite imagery
Climate
Access to electricity
EU enlargement
Nebojsa Nakicenovic

International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis

Austria

Energy systems
Integrated assessment models
Technological change
Modeling complex systems
Mobility and transport systems
Sustainability science
Energy economics
Climate change
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Joan Enric Ricart Costa
University of Navarra
Spain

Strategic management
Business models
Organizational economics
International management
Urban governance and PPPs
Corporate governance
Sustainability strategy
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Vicente Salas Fumas
Universidad de Zaragoza
Spain

Economics of banking
Economics of strategy
Economic analysis of organization
M. Remzi Sanver
Université PSL
France
Mechanism design
Social choice theory
Political economy
Implementation theory
David Ungar-Klein

WU
Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien

Austria

Infrastructure and strategic planning
Intercultural communication
Rail technology & mobility
International marketing
Transport and logistics management
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Mo Wang
University of Florida
United States

Expatriate and newcomer adjustment
Advanced quantitative methodology
Retirement and older worker employment
Leadership and team processes
Occupational health psychology
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Friederike Welter

University of Siegen

Germany

Entrepreneurship policies
SME and Mittelstand enterprises
Entrepreneurial diversity
Gender and entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship and history
Entrepreneurship in transition economies
Contextual entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship
Women entrepreneurship
Rudolf Winter-Ebmer
University of Linz
Austria

Analysis of e-tailing
Big data analysis, micro-econometric policy evaluation
Demography
Labour economics
Gender economics
Population economics
Survey research
Unemployment, ageing, health, education
Governance, Institutions and Policies: Education, Health and Welfare

Section Chair:

Peter Scott
UCL Institute of Education, London, United Kingdom
Governance, Institutions and Policies: Education, Health and Welfare

Gunn Elisabeth Birkeland
University of Oslo
Norway

Demography
Labor market studies
Gender inequalities
Segregation dynamics
Ethnic inequalities
Sociological theory
Analytical sociology
Socio-economic inequalities
Governance, Institutions and Policies: Education, Health and Welfare

Rafael de Miguel González
University of Zaragoza
Spain

Digital education
Human geography
Geopolitics
Geographical education
Urban and regional planning
Geospatial technologies and education
Governance, Institutions and Policies: Education, Health and Welfare

Gaëlle Goastellec
University of Lausanne
Switzerland

Students
Academic careers
Education
Socio-history
Inequalities
International comparisons
Sociology
Governance, Institutions and Policies: Education, Health and Welfare

Marek Kwiek
University of Poznan
Poland

Higher education policy
Higher education research
Sociology of academic careers
International comparative academic profession studies
Social stratification in science
Quantitative science studies
Governance, Institutions and Policies: Education, Health and Welfare

Sources of price differentials across national boundaries
How international trade shapes domestic political coalitions
Capital mobility
Effect of design of electoral systems on a nation’s economic policies
Comparative politics
Globalization
External sources of domestic politics.

Ronald Rogowski
UCLA
United States
Governance, Institutions and Policies: Education, Health and Welfare

Marit Skivenes
Universitetet i Bergen
Norway

Deliberative democracy and argumentation theory
Whistle-blowing
Political theory, social policy and public administration
Child protection and child welfare systems
Street-level bureaucracy
Legitimacy of state institutions
Decision-making and theory of discretion
Children's rights
Paternalism and justification of state interventions
Governance, Institutions and Policies: Education, Health and Welfare

Pedro Nuno Teixeira
University of Porto
Portugal

Human capital and labour economics
Higher education studies
History of economics
Economics and religion
Economics of education
Human Mobility, Governance, Environment and Space

Section Chair:

Maria Paradiso
University of Naples Federico II, Italy
Human Mobility, Governance, Environment and Space

Jianmin Chen
Fudan University
China

Atmospheric aerosol chemistry
Environmental chemistry
Impact of air pollution on health
Aerosol science and its impact on health, air quality and climate change
Human Mobility, Governance, Environment and Space

Giles Foody
University of Nottingham
United Kingdom

Citizen science
Geographical information science
Remote sensing
Land cover and land cover change
Cartography
Geography
Human Mobility, Governance, Environment and Space

Urbano Fra Paleo
University of Extremadura
Spain

Natural hazards (volcanic, floods, wildfire)

Vulnerability as a measure of the differences between human groups and communities

Governance of disaster risk to reduce disaster risk with the participation of multiple societal actors

Sustainability as a framework to design, plan, and implement disaster risk reduction measures

Disaster risk as interface between human action and natural processes
Human Mobility, Governance, Environment and Space

Jennifer Robinson
University College, London
United Kingdom

Global urban studies
Urban theory
Feminist geography
Postcolonial geography
Large-scale urban development
South African studies
Political geography
Comparative urbanism
Urban governance
Urban politics
Law

Section Chair:

Nina Dethloff
University of Bonn, Germany
Law

Birke Häcker

University of Oxford

United Kingdom

English, German and European Private Law
European Legal History
Comparative Law and Theory
Common Law: History, Spread and Coherence
Law

Regina Kiener
University of Zurich
Switzerland

Procedural law
Democratic institutions
Constitutional rights / human rights
Judiciary
Johannes Masing  
**Center for Advanced Study, Bonn**  
Germany  

- Human rights protection  
- Data protection  
- Comparative constitutional law  
- European constitutional history  
- Constitutional law
Barbara Novak
University of Ljubljana
Slovenia

Right to privacy
Protection of the family home
Children`s rights at school
Religious freedom in public institutions
Tort Law
Maintenance law
Post-mortem protection of human personality
Legal representation
Introduction to the civil law:
Legal regulations of the de facto unions
Comparative family law
Family law
Guardianship for adults
Establishing paternity
Personality rights law
Capacity of natural persons
Law

Katharina Pistor
Columbia Law School
United States

Law and finance
Law and development
Comparative law and legal institutions
Corporate law
Social Change and Social Thought

Section Chair:

Peter Wagner
ICREA and University of Barcelona, Spain
Social Change and Social Thought

Jóhann Páll Árnason

Charles University, Prague
Czech Republic

Civilizational analysis
Sociology of modernity
Social philosophy
Comparative-historical sociology
Sociological theory
Social Change and Social Thought

Jens Beckert

Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies in Cologne

Comparative sociology
Sociological theory
Economic sociology
Sociology of law

Germany
Social Change and Social Thought

Thom Brooks
Durham University
United Kingdom

Theories of justice
Immigration
Citizenship
Hegel
Global justice
Punishment
Social Change and Social Thought

Massimiano Bucchi
Università di Trento
Italy

Science communication
Sociology of science
Science and technology in society
Sociology of technology and innovation
Jean-Louis Fabiani
Central European University, Budapest
Austria

Philosophy of the social sciences
Sociology of arts and culture
Sociology of philosophy and of intellectuals
Sociology of music
Social Change and Social Thought

Didier Fassin
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton
United States

- Political and moral anthropology
- Forms of life, ethics and politics of life
- Police, justice, prison and punishment
- Humanitarianism, trauma and social suffering
- Immigration, asylum and exile
- Discrimination and racialization
- Anthropology of public health
- Sociology of the social sciences
- Public social sciences
Sarah Francesca Green
University of Helsinki
Finland

Mediterranean anthropology
Social anthropology
Borders, location
Nonhuman animal mobilities
Zoonotic disease
Social Change and Social Thought

Jonathan Hart
University of Toronto
Canada

Poetry and poetics
Comparative and world history and literature
Shakespeare and theatre
Empire and colonies
History of science and philosophy
European literature and history
English literature and history
Intellectual and cultural history
Law and legal thought and social change
Social, historical and political thought
Social Change and Social Thought

Eva Carina Helena Keskitalo
Umeå University
Sweden

Arctic region
Multi-level governance
Primary resources (forest, water, reindeer husbandry)
Climate change adaptation
Environmental policy
Nicola Lacey

London School of Economics

United Kingdom

Social Change and Social Thought

Law & literature
Feminist legal theory
Criminal law & justice

Biography
Social Change and Social Thought

Marju Lauristin
University of Tartu
Estonia

Transition studies
Media in democratic and totalitarian society
Social and cultural changes in postcommunist societies
Political culture in postcommunist societies
Social Change and Social Thought

Steffen Mau
University Bremen
Germany

Comparative welfare state research
Sociology of quantification and measurement
European social structure
Social transformations
Sociology of contemporary Western societies
Social Change and Social Thought

Susana Narotzky

Universitat de Barcelona

Spain

Economic anthropology
Political mobilization
Anthropology of work
Anthropological theory
Social Change and Social Thought

David Soskice
London School of Economics
United Kingdom

Comparative institutional analysis
Macroeconomics
Economic policy
Political economy
Social Change and Social Thought

Martin Van Gelderen

University of Göttingen

Germany

Early modern political thought and art history

Enlightenment studies

Modern Jewish studies

Photo: Centre for Comparative Studies of Toleration and Recognition
The Human Mind and its Complexity

Section Chair:

Jüri Allik
University of Tartu, Estonia
The Human Mind and its Complexity

Andrea Bender

University of Bergen

Norway

Grammatical gender
Causal cognition
Linguistic relativity
Cultural evolution
Spatial and temporal referencing
Numerical cognition
Cognitive anthropology
Culture, language, & cognition
Cognitive diversity
The Human Mind and its Complexity

Luciano Mecacci
University of Florence

Experimental psychology
General history
Psychophysiology
History of psychology

Italy
The Human Mind and its Complexity

Lauri Nummenmaa
University of Turku
Finland

Biological psychology
Social interaction
Neurotransmission
Experimental psychology
Behavioral neuroscience
Emotions
Neuroimaging
Positron emission tomography
The Human Mind and its Complexity

Jonas Olofsson
Stockholm University
Sweden

Perception, memory and emotion
Focus on how the sense of smell, olfaction, affects these processes
How odors might affect social processes through studies using a variety of behavioral and brain activity methods
Welcome to the Academia Europaea